(a) Let N be the group of lower triangular n x n matrices (real or complex) with diagonal entries equal to one. Then N has obvious affine coordinates x.., 1 < i < i < n, with multiplication law and they are compatible with the dilations oit)ix, y) = itx, t y).
Next we choose a norm function ||x|| with the following properties:
(i) ||S(/)*|| =*||*||,
(ii) j|x|| > 0 for x 4 0, (iii) ||x|| is C°° for x 40, (iv) llx^ll = ||x||.
The existence and basis properties of norm functions are discussed in Knapp and Stein [3] -Aside from the normalization (i) (here we follow (4) rather than (3)), any positive power of a norm is again a norm. We will use the following properties:
(3) ||xy|| < ydl*|| + ||y||)
for a fixed constant y (modified triangle inequality), 
B.,(x) = 0 unless a. > a, + 1.
where bix, 0r = <?r + ^s B^M^S- By taking x^ = xr1 for ftt sufficiently large, and summing on i, we obtain (9). The estimate for K . * K» is analogous since K. *K0(x~1)= fK.(y)K~(xy)dy, and the proof of (10) 
